332	FROM  PLATO  TO  EUCLID
The system of three spheres for the sun was similar, except that the orbit was less inclined to the ecliptic than that of the moon, and the second sphere moved from west to east instead of from east to west, so that the nodes moved slowly forward in the direct order of the signs instead of backward.
But the case to which the greatest mathematical interest attaches is that of the planets, the motion of which is produced by sets of four spheres for each. Of each set the first and outermost produced the daily rotation in 24 hours; the second, the motion round the zodiac in periods which in the case of superior planets are equal to the sidereal periods of revolution, and for Mercury and Venus (on a geocentric system) one year. The third sphere had its poles fixed at two opposite points on the zodiac circle, the poles being carried round in the motion of the second sphere; the revolution of the third sphere about its poles was again uniform and was completed in the synodic period of the planet or the time which elapsed between two successive oppositions or conjunctions with the sun. The poles of the third sphere were the same for Mercury and Venus but different for all the other planets. On the surface of the third sphere the poles of the fourth sphere were fixed, the axis of the latter being inclined to that of the former at an angle which was constant for each planet but .different for the different planets. The rotation of the fourth sphere about its axis took place in the same time as the rotation of the third about its axis but in the opposite sense. On the equator of the fourth sphere the planet was fixed. Consider now the actual path of a planet subject to the rotations of the third and fourth spheres only, leaving out of account for the moment the first two spheres the motion of which produces the daily rotation and the motion along the zodiac respectively. The problem is the following. A sphere rotates uniformly about the fixed diameter AB. P, Pf are two opposite poles on this sphere, and a second sphere concentric with the first rotates uniformly about the diameter PP' in the same time as the former sphere rotates about AB, but in the opposite direction. M is a point on the second sphere equidistant from P, P', i.e. a point on the equator of the second sphere. Required to find the path of the point M. This is not difficult nowadays for any one familiar

